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Abstract 

This is a survey of some recent results obtained on root-class residuality. 
First, we review and extend some properties of root-class residuality of 
generalized free products and HNN-extensions. Then conditions such that, 
by adjoining roots to a root-class residual group, the resulting group is 
again root-class residual, are derived. These results are extended to 
generalized free product of infinitely many groups amalgamating a 
common subgroup and also to multiple HNN-extensions. Further, they are 
applied to study root-class residuality of some one-relator groups. 

1. Introduction 

Let K  denote an abstract non-empty class of groups. Then K  is called a root-
class if the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. K  is closed under taking subgroups, i.e., if K∈A  and ,AB ≤  then 

.K∈B  
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2. K  is closed under taking direct products, i.e., if K∈A  and ,K∈B  then 

.K∈× BA  

3. If ABC ≤≤≤1  is a subnormal sequence and ,BA  ,K∈CB  then there 

exists a normal subgroup D in group A such that CD ≤  and .K∈DA  See [6], for 

more details about root properties. 

We recall that a group G is root-class residual ( Kor -residual, for a root-class 

)K  if, for every non-identity element ,Gg ∈  there exists a homomorphism ϕ from 

G to some group G′  of root-class K  such that .1≠ϕg  Equivalently, G is K -

residual if, for every non-identity element ,Gg ∈  there exists a normal subgroup N 

of G such that K∈NG  and .Ng ∉  

Famous examples of root-classes are the class of all finite groups, the class of all 
finite p-groups, the class of all soluble groups, the class of all finitely generated 
nilpotent groups. For these examples, root-class residuality is just residual finiteness, 
finite p-groups residuality, residual solvability, finitely generated nilpotent 
residuality, respectively. Thus, root-class residuality is more general. Residual 
finiteness, finite p-groups residuality, residual solvability are the most investigated 
residual properties of groups. See for example [2, 3, 14-16]. 

In this paper, we present some results on root-class residuality of generalized 
free products and HNN-extensions. In [1], some properties of root-class residuality 
of amalgamated free products were obtained. Analogous results for HNN-extensions 
were proved in [19]. Here, we review and extend these results. We first recall 
with proofs, root-class residuality of free groups and free products of root-class 
residual groups. Then sufficient conditions for root-class residuality of generalized 
free product ( )ϕ=∗= ,; KHBAG  of root-class residual groups A and B 

amalgamating subgroups H and K through the isomorphism ,ϕ  and for root-class 

residuality of HNN-extensions ( ) HhhhtttAG ∈ϕ== − ,;, 1  with root-class 

residual base group A are derived; for some particular cases, necessary and sufficient 
conditions (criteria) are given. Further, conditions for adjoining roots to root-class 
residual groups to be root-class residual are stated. The results are extended to 
generalized free product of infinitely many groups amalgamating a common 
subgroup and also to multiple HNN-extensions. Finally, we apply these results to 
study root-class residuality of some one-relator groups. 
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2. Root-class Residuality of Free Groups and Free Products 

In this section, we present root-class residuality of free groups and free products 
of root-class residual groups. 

Let K  be a root-class of groups. The following properties are easily verified. 

Lemma. Let K  be a root-class of groups. Then: 

1. If a group G has a subnormal sequence with factors belonging to class ,K  

then .K∈G  

2. If ,GF  K∈FG  and ,K∈F  then group .K∈G  

3. If ,GA  ,GB  K∈AG  and ,K∈BG  then ( ) .K∈BAG ∩  

Indeed, root-class is closed for extensions. This follows from the definition of 
root-class. So the first property of Lemma is satisfied. The second and third 
properties are easily verified by the definition of root-class. 

In [6], Theorem 6.2, Gruenberg states that 

Free product of root-class residual groups is root-class residual if and only if 
every free group is root-class residual. 

However, it happens that the above given condition is necessary and sufficient 
for every root-class .K  

Theorem 2.1. Every free group is K -residual, for every root-class .K  

Proof. We see that every root-class K  contains a non-trivial cyclic group 
(Property 1 of the definition of root-class). If K  contains an infinite cyclic group, 
then, by Lemma, K  contains any group possessing subnormal sequence with 
infinite cyclic factors; thus all finitely generated nilpotent torsion-free groups belong 
to class .K  Also, if K  contains a finite non-trivial cyclic group, then K  contains a 
group of prime order p and consequently, by Lemma, K  contains all groups 
possessing subnormal sequence with factors of order p; hence all finite 
p-groups belong to .K  So any root-class contains all finitely generated nilpotent 
torsion-free groups or all finite p-groups for some prime p. But free groups are 
residually finitely generated nilpotent torsion-free ([13], p. 347) and also residually 
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p-finite ([7], p. 121). Therefore, free groups are K -residual, for every root-class K  
and this ends the proof of Theorem 2.1. � 

Now, from the proof of Theorem 2.1 and the Gruenberg’s result formulated 
above, Theorem 2.2 directly follows: 

 Theorem 2.2. Free product of root-class residual groups is root-class residual. 

 � 

3. Root-class Residuality of Generalized Free Products 

This section is focused on the study of root-class residuality of generalized free 
products. 

We first give some useful properties of the construction of free product of 
groups with amalgamated subgroups. 

Let A and B be two groups, each of which is given by the presentation: 

,;...,,, 21 WaaaA m=  

.;...,,, 21 VbbbB n=  

Let also H and K be subgroups of group A and B, respectively, and let ϕ be an 
isomorphism of group H onto group K. Then by free product of groups A and B, 
amalgamating subgroups H and K through the isomorphism ,ϕ  we mean the group 

denoted ( ),,; ϕ=∗= KHBAG  which is given by the presentation 

( ) .,,;...,,,,...,,, 2121 HhhhVWbbbaaaG nm ∈ϕ==  

Thus, the set of generators of group G is the disjoint union of the sets of 
generators of groups A and B; and the set of the defining relations of group G 
consists of the defining relations of groups A and B and every possible relation of the 
form ,ϕ= hh  where h is an element of H in the generators ,...,,, 21 maaa  and ϕh  

is an element of K in the generators ,...,,, 21 nbbb  which is the corresponding image 

by the mapping ϕ of h. 

To point out the fact that groups A and B are identified with the indicated 
subgroups of group G, we denote this group by ( )HBAG ;∗=  and call it the 
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free product of groups A and B amalgamating subgroup H (considering that 
isomorphism ϕ is given). 

A reduced form of an element Gg ∈  is the representation of this element as 

product 

,21 sxxxg =  

where components sxxx ...,,, 21  belong, in turn, to subgroups A and B, and if 

,1>s  then any of these components does not belong to subgroup H. 

In general, an element g of group ( )HBAG ;∗=  can have more than one 

reduced form. In this case, components of the same index lie in the same subgroup A 
or B and the number of components in these forms is the same. We call this number 
the length of element g and denote ( ).gl  

Thus if element sxxxg 21=  of group ( )HBAG ;∗=  is reduced and 

,1>s  then .1≠g  If ,1=s  then Ag ∈  or .Bg ∈  

From Theorem 2.2 and H. Neumann’s theorem ([12], p. 212), the following 
result is easily established: 

Theorem 3.1. Let K  be a root-class. Then the generalized free product =G  
( )HBA ;∗  of groups A and B amalgamating subgroup H is K -residual if groups 

A and B are K -residual and there exists a homomorphism σ from G to a group G′  
of root-class ,K  such that σ is injective on H. 

Proof. Let K  be a root-class. Let ( )HBAG ;∗=  be the generalized free 

product of groups A and B amalgamating subgroup H and let groups A and B be K -
residual. Suppose there exists a homomorphism σ of G to a group of class ,K  which 

is injective on H. Let N be the kernel of the homomorphism .σ  Then K∈NG  and 

.1=HN ∩  Now, by H. Neumann’s Theorem ([12], p. 212) N is the free product of 
a free group F and some subgroups of group G of the form 

,, 11 NBggNAgg ∩∩ −−  (1) 

where .Gg ∈  The subgroups of the form (1) are K -residuals since are groups A 

and B. By Theorem 2.1, free group F is also K -residual. Thus N is a free product of 
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root-class residual groups. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, N is root-class residual. 
Moreover, since ,K∈NG  by Property 2 of Lemma, it follows that group G is 

root-class residual. Theorem 3.1 is proven. � 

Remark that Theorem 2.2 can be considered as a particular case of Theorem 3.1. 
We also see that, if the amalgamated subgroup H is finite, then the formulated above 
sufficient condition of root-class residuality of group G will be as well necessary. 

Another restriction permitting to obtain simple criteria of root-class residuality 
of generalized free product of groups A and B amalgamating subgroup H is the 
equality of the free factors A and B. 

More precisely, let G be the generalized free product of groups A and B 
amalgamating subgroups H and K through the isomorphism .ϕ  If ,BA =  KH =  

and ϕ is the identity map, we denote group G by .AAG
H

=  This construction is 

sometimes called the generalized free square of group A over subgroup H (see [9]). 
Then for the generalized free square of group A over subgroup H we prove the 
following criterion: 

Theorem 3.2. Let K  be a root-class. The group AAG
H

=  is K -residual if 

and only if group A is K -residual and the subgroup H of A is K -separable. 

We recall that subgroup H of a group A is root-class separable (or K -
separable, for a root-class K ) if, for any element a of A and ,Ha ∉  there exists a 

homomorphism ϕ from A to a group of root-class K  such that .ϕ∉ϕ Ha  This 

means that, for each ,\HAa ∈  there exists a normal subgroup N of A such that 

K∈NA  and .NHa ∉  

Let us now prove Theorem 3.2. 

Proof. Let K  be a root-class. Let .AAG
H
∗=  For any normal subgroup N of 

group A one can define the generalized free square 

NANAG
NHN

N ∗=  

of group NA  over subgroup NHN  and the homomorphism ,: NN GG →ε  

extending the canonical homomorphism .NAA →  It is evident that group NG  is 
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an extension of free group with group .NA  So, if NA  belongs to root-class ,K  

then by Lemma and Theorem 2.1, NG  is K -residual. Thus, to prove that G is K -

residual, it is enough to show that G is residually a group of the form NG  such that 

.K∈NA  

Suppose group A is K -residual and subgroup H of A is K -separable. Let 
Gg ∈  such that .1≠g  Also, let saag 1=  be the reduced form of element g. 

Then two cases arise: 

1. .1>s  In this case, HAai \∈  for all ....,,1 si =  From K -separability of H, 

it follows that, for every ,...,,1 si =  there exits a normal subgroup iN  of group A 

such that K∈iNA  and .ii HNa ∉  Let .1 sNNN ∩∩=  By Lemma, 

K∈NA  and, it is clear that, for all ,...,,1 si =  ,HNai ∉  i.e., .NHNNai ∉  So, 

for all ,...,,1 si =  .NNi Ha ε∉ε  Therefore the form 

NsNN aag εε=ε 1  

is reduced and has length .1>s  

Consequently .1≠εNg  

2. ,1=s  i.e., .Ag ∈  As group A is K -residual, there exists a normal subgroup 

N of A such that K∈NA  and ,Ng ∉  i.e., .NgN ≠  Hence .1≠εNg  

Thus, in any case, for an element 1≠g  in group A, there exists a normal 

subgroup N such that K∈NA  and the homomorphism NN GG →ε :  transforms 

g to a non-identity element. Hence group G is residually a group ,NG  where 

.K∈NA  Therefore G is K -residual. 

Conversely, suppose group G is K -residual. Evidently this subgroup A has the 
same property. Let us prove that H be a K -separable subgroup of group A. Let γ be 
an automorphism of group G canonically permuting the free factor. Let .\HAa ∈  

Then .aa ≠γ  Since G is K -residual, there exists a normal subgroup N of G such 

that K∈NG  and .NaaN γ≠  Let .γ= NNM ∩  Then 

.2 MNNNNM =γ=γγ=γ ∩∩  

Consequently, in the quotient-group ,MG  it is possible to consider the 
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automorphism ,γ  induced by .γ  Since NaaN γ≠  and ,NM ≤  .MaaM γ≠  On 

the other hand, ( ) .γ=γ aMMa  Thus ( ) .γ≠ aMaM  Since γ acts identically on H, 

γ  also acts identically on .MHM  So and since ( ) ,γ≠ aMaM  it follows that 

,MHMaM ∉  i.e., ,ε∉ε Ha  where ε is the canonical homomorphism of group G 

onto .MG  Consequently, K∈MG  and the K -separability of subgroup H of 

group A is demonstrated. � 

In [11], the above result is obtained for the particular case of the class of all 
finite p-groups. 

We also remark that the necessary condition for Theorem 3.2 takes place even at 
more gentle restriction on class ,K  namely when K  satisfies only properties 1 and 

2 of the definition of root-class. 

Further, the generalized free product of infinitely many groups amalgamating 
subgroup is introduced in [17]. Some results on residual properties of this 
construction are shown in [5]. We extend Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 above to generalized 
free products of every family ( ) Λ∈λλG  of groups λG  amalgamating a common 

subgroup H (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). 

Let ( ) Λ∈λλG  be a family of groups, where the set Λ can be infinite. Let 

,λλ ≤ GH  for every .Λ∈λ  Suppose also that, for every ,, Λ∈μλ  there exists 

an isomorphism μλλμ →ϕ HH:  such that, for all ,,, Λ∈νμλ  the following 

conditions are satisfied: ,
λ

=ϕλλ Hid  ,1
μλ

−
λμ ϕ=ϕ  .λνμνλμ ϕ=ϕϕ  Let now 

( ( ))Λ∈μλ∈=ϕ= λλμλ
Λ∈λ

,,; HhhhGG  

be the group generated by groups ( )Λ∈λλG  and defined by all the relators of 

these groups and moreover by all possible relations of the form ,hh =ϕλμ  where 

,λ∈ Hh  ., Λ∈μλ  Then it is evident that every λG  can be canonically embedded 

in group G and if we consider ,GG ≤λ  then for all different ,, Λ∈μλ  

.μλμλ == HHGG ∩  

Let us denote by H the subgroup of group G that equals to the common 
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subgroups .λH  Then G is the generalized free product of the family ( ) Λ∈λλG  of 

groups λG  ( )Λ∈λ  amalgamating subgroup H. We will consider, as well, that 

,GG ≤λ  for all .Λ∈λ  See for example [5] or [17] for details about the 

generalized free product of a family of groups. 

Theorem 3.3. Let K  be a root class. The generalized free product G of the 

family ( ) Λ∈λλG  of group λG  amalgamating subgroup H is K -residual if every 

group λG  is K -residual and there exists a homomorphism σ from G to a group G′  

of class K  such that σ is injective on H. 

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.1. 

In fact, let group λG  be K -residual, for all .Λ∈λ  Suppose there exists a 

homomorphism σ of G to a group of class ,K  which is one-to-one on H and let 

.σ= kerN  Then K∈NG  and .1=HN ∩  But N is the free product of a free 

group F and some subgroups of group G of the form 

,1 NgGg ∩λ
−  

( )Λ∈λ∈ andwhere Gg  which are root-class residuals. Since F is also root-class 

residual by Theorem 2.1, N is a free product of root-class residual groups. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.2, N is root-class residual. Moreover, since ,K∈NG  by property 2 of 

Lemma, it follows that group G is root-class residual and the theorem is proven. � 

Suppose now that, for all ,Λ∈λ  .AG =λ  Then, in this case, the generalized 

free product of the family ( ) Λ∈λλG  of groups λG  amalgamating subgroup H is 

called the generalized free power of group A over subgroup H. It is denoted by P 
and written as .AAP

HH
=  For such group P, we have the following criterion: 

Theorem 3.4. Let K  be a root-class. The group AAP
HH

=  is K -residual 

if and only if group A is K -residual and the subgroup H of A is K -separable. 

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2. � 
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4. Root-class Residuality of HNN-extensions 

In this section, we study root-class residuality of HNN-extensions. Let us recall 
the construction of HNN-extensions. 

Let A be a group, H and K two subgroups of group A and let KH →ϕ :  be an 

isomorphism. Then the HNN-extension with base group A, stable letter t and 
associated subgroups H and K denoted by 

( ) HhhhtttAG ∈ϕ== − ,;, 1  

is the group generated by all the generators of the group A and one more element t 
and defined by all the relators of group A and all possible relations of form 

( ),1 hhtt ϕ=−  .Hh ∈  

For this construction, every element Gg ∈  can be written as 

,10 rxttxg rεε=  (2) 

where for any ri ...,,1,0=  element ix  belongs to the subgroup A, 1±=εi  and if 

,1>r  there is no consecutive subwords of type txt i
1−  or 1−ttx j  with Hxi ∈  or 

Kx j ∈  in script (2). 

Such form of element g is called reduced and r – its length. 

By Britton’s Lemma ([12], p. 181), if rxttxg rεε= 10  is reduced and ,1≥r  

then 1≠g  in group G. 

The HNN-extension with base group A, stable letter t and associated subgroups 
H and K can also be denoted 

.,;, 1 ϕ== − KHtttAG  

We prove: 

Theorem 4.1. The HNN-extension ϕ== − ,;, 1 KHtttAG  is K -residual for 

a given root-class K  if the base group A is K -residual and there exists a 
homomorphism σ of G onto some group of root-class K  such that σ is one-to-one 
on H. 
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We establish Theorem 4.1 from Theorem 2.2 and H. Neumann’s Theorem ([12], 
p. 212): 

Proof. Let K  be a root-class. Let ϕ== − ,;, 1 KHtttAG  be the HNN-

extension with base group A, stable letter t and associated subgroups H and K via .ϕ  

Assume that the group A is K -residual. Suppose there exists a homomorphism σ of 
G onto some group of class ,K  such that σ is one-to-one on H. Denote by N the 

kernel of the homomorphism .σ  Then K∈NG  and .1=HN ∩  By Neumann’s 

Theorem ([12], p. 212) or by [8], N is the free product of a free group F and some 
subgroups of group G of the form 

,1 NAgg ∩−  (3) 

where .Gg ∈  Since group A is K -residual, the subgroups of form (3) are also K -

residuals. Therefore N is K -residual as a free product of K -residual groups 
(Theorem 2.2), since free group F is K -residual (Theorem 2.1). Moreover, since 

,K∈NG  then by property 2 of Lemma, it follows that G is K -residual and 

Theorem 4.1 is proven. � 

It is evident that if 1== KH  or if H is finite, then the above sufficient 
condition of root-class residuality of group G will be necessary as well. 

Another restriction permitting to obtain criteria for root-class residuality of 
HNN-extension with base group A, stable letter t and associated subgroups H and K 
is the equality of the associated subgroups. We prove: 

Theorem 4.2. Let K  be a given root-class. Let ϕ== − ,;, 1 KHtttAG  be 

the HNN-extension with base group A, stable letter t and associated subgroups H 
and K via ϕ such that KH =  and ϕ is the identity map on H. Then G is K -
residual if and only if group A is K -residual and subgroup H is K -separable in A. 

Proof. So let K  be a root-class. Let ϕ== − ,;, 1 KHtttAG  be the HNN-

extension with base group A, stable letter t and associated subgroups H and K such 
that KH =  and ϕ is the identity map on H. Then for any normal subgroup N of 
group A, one can define the HNN-extension 

,,;, 1
NN NHNNtHNttNAG ϕ== −  
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where Nϕ  is the identity map on subgroup NHN  of group ,NG  and the 

homomorphism ,: NN GG →ρ  extending the canonical homomorphism NAA →  

and .tt  Consider the homomorphism AGN →σ :  which is the identity map on 

A and which maps .1t  Then NGtker =σ  is free by [12], (Theorem 6.6, 

p. 212). So NAtG NG
N ≅  and NG  is an extension of a free group by group 

.NA  Therefore, if NA  belongs to root-class ,K  then NG  is K -residual. Thus, to 

prove K -residuality of G, it is enough to show that G is residually a group of kind 
,NG  where .K∈NA  

Suppose the group A is K -residual and the subgroup H is K -separable in A. 

Let .1 Gg ∈≠  Assume that element g has a reduced form .10 sattag sεε=  Two 

cases arise: 

1. .1≥s  In this case, for every ,...,,0 si =  ,Aai ∈  1±=εi  and there are no 

consecutive sequences of type tat i ,,1−  or 1,, −tat j  with ., Haa ji ∈  From K -

separability of H, it follows that, for every ,...,,0 si =  there exists a normal 

subgroup iN  of A such that K∈iNA  and .ii HNa ∉  Thus, there will be no 

consecutive sequences of type tNat ii ,,1−  or 1,, −tNat ij  with ., Haa ji ∈  So let 

.0 sNNN ∩∩=  By Lemma, K∈NA  and, it is clear that, for every ,...,,0 si =  

HNai ∉  and there is no consecutive subwords of type tNat i ,,1−  or 1,, −tNat j  

with ., Haa ji ∈  Therefore the form 

NsNN attag s ρρ=ρ εε10  

is reduced and has length .1≥s  Consequently, .1≠ρNg  

2. ,0=s  i.e., .Ag ∈  Since A is K -residual, there exists a normal subgroup N 

of A such that K∈NA  and ,Ng ∉  i.e., .NgN ≠  So .1≠ρNg  

Hence, for any element ,1≠g  there exists a normal subgroup N in A, such that 

K∈NA  and the homomorphism NN GG →ρ :  maps element g to a non-identity 

element. Consequently, G is residually a group ,NG  where .K∈NA  Therefore G 

is K -residual. 
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Conversely, suppose G is K -residual. Evidently, its subgroup A is K -residual. 
It remains to show that H is K -separable in group A. If H is not K -separable in A, 
we choose element HAa \∈  such that ,NHa ∈  for all normal subgroups N of A, 

where .K∈NA  Let .11 −−= atatg  Then g has length greater than 1. By Britton’s 

Lemma, .1≠g  Let M be a normal subgroup of G with K∈MG  and ,Mg ∉  

since G is K -residual. So let .AMR ∩=  R is a normal subgroup of A and 

furthermore .K∈RA  Consequently the canonical homomorphism RAA →  

extends to an epimorphism ,: RGG →π  where == − tRHRttRAGR
1;,  

., RRHR ϕ  Hence RHa ∈  by the choice of a. Thus, there exists Hh ∈  such 

that ( ) .ha =π  Then ( ) ( ) .11111 ==π=π −−−− hthtatatg  Hence, ( ) GRKerg =π∈  

M≤  and this is a contradiction. � 

Remark 1. We remark that this result generalizes for example Lemma 3.1 in 
[10], where analogous result is proven for the particular case of the class of all finite 
p-groups. We also see that, if ,KHA ==  then A is a normal subgroup of G and 

.tAG ≅  Therefore G is an extension of a group of class K  by a free group; and 

thus is K -residual. We remark also that, the necessary condition for Theorem 4.2 
also holds when K satisfies only Properties 1 and 2 of the definition of root-class. 

Remark 2. We further remark that Theorem 4.2 can be strengthened. Indeed, if 
we consider that the base group A is finitely generated and KH =  via an 
isomorphism ,ϕ  where ϕ is induced by an automorphism of A, then the criterion of 

the Theorem 4.2 also holds. 

Although HNN-extensions are basically defined with multiple stable letters and 
multiple associated subgroups, mostly HNN-extensions with only one stable letter 
have been studied. However Shirvani in [17] examined residual finiteness of HNN-
extensions with multiple stable letters and associated subgroups (multiple HNN-
extensions). We also study root-class residuality of multiple HNN-extensions. We 
will generalize Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 above to multiple HNN-extensions. 

Let A be a group and I be an index set. Let iH  and ,iK  Ii ∈  be families of 

subgroups of group A with ( ) Iii ∈ϕ  a family of maps such that iii KH →ϕ :  is an 

isomorphism. Then the HNN-extension with base group A, stable letters ,it  ,Ii ∈  
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and associated subgroups iH  and ,iK  ,Ii ∈  denoted by 

( ) ( ) iiiiiiii HhhthtIitAG ∈ϕ=∈= − ,;, 1  

is the group generated by all the generators of A and elements ,it  ( )Ii ∈  and 

defined by all the relators of A and all possible relations of form ( ),1
iiiii htht ϕ=−  

ii Hh ∈  for all .Ii ∈  

The group G defined above will be called the multiple HNN-extension of base 
group A, stable letters ,, Iiti ∈  and associated subgroups iH  and ., IiKi ∈  

In fact, let AG =0  and 

;,;, 1111
1

111 ϕ== − KtHttAG  

we see that the double HNN-extension 

21222
1

2111
1

1212 ,,,;,, ϕϕ=== −− KtHtKtHtttAG  

is the HNN-extension with base group ,1G  stable letter ,2t  and associated 

subgroups 2H  and 2K  via ;2ϕ  i.e., 

.,;, 2222
1

2212 ϕ== − KtHttGG  

Thus, for j of an index set I, jG  is the HNN-extension with base group ,1−jG  

stable letter jt  and associated subgroups jH  and jK  via ,jϕ  i.e., 

jjjjjjj KtHtKtHtttAG ϕϕ=== −− ...,,,...,,;...,,, 1
1

111
1

11  

.,;, 1
1 jjjjjjj KtHttG ϕ== −
−  

For this construction, we have the following results. 

Theorem 4.3. Let K  be a root-class. For any index set I, the multiple HNN-
extension 

( ) ( ) iiiiiiii HhhthtIitAG ∈ϕ=∈= − ,;, 1  

with base group A, stable letters ,it  and associated subgroups iH  and iK  via iϕ  
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( ),Ii ∈  is K -residual if A is K -residual and there exists a sequence ( ) Iii ∈σ  of 

homomorphisms of group iG  onto some group iX  of root-class ,K  such that iσ  is 

one-to-one on subgroup iH  for all .Ii ∈  

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. � 

For other criteria of root-class residuality of multiple HNN-extensions with base 
group A, stable letters it  and associated subgroups iH  and iK  ( ),Ii ∈  we may 

assume the equality of the associated subgroups iH  and iK  for all .Ii ∈  

So, suppose ii KH =  and iϕ  is the identity map on iH  for all .Ii ∈  Then for 

such group we have the following criterion which generalizes Theorem 4.2 and the 
proof is just a repetition of it. 

Theorem 4.4. The multiple HNN-extension 

( ) ( ) iiiiiiii HhhthtIitAG ∈ϕ=∈= − ,;, 1  

with base group A, stable letters ,it  ,Ii ∈  and associated subgroups iH  and iK  

via iϕ  such that ii KH =  and iϕ  is the identity map on iH  for all ,Ii ∈  is K -

residual if and only if A is K -residual and subgroup iH  is K -separable in iG  for 

all .Ii ∈  � 

5. Adjoining Roots to Root-class Residual Groups 

Let A be a group and .Aa ∈  Let n be a non-negative integer. Then the group 
nxaxAG == ;,  denoted by xA

nxa=
 is obtained by adjoining roots to group A. 

Let A be a group of a root-class .K  By adjoining roots to group A, we need not 
to obtain a group of root-class .K  For this purpose, we have the following criteria. 

Theorem 5.1. Let A be a group with element a of infinite order. Let A be 
K -residual for a root-class K  and for some given integer 1>n  class K  contains 

the cycle of order n. Then group xAxaxAG
nxa

n

=
=== ;,  is K -residual if 

and only if the infinite cycle ,a  generated by element a, is K -separable in A. 

Proof. Suppose that subgroup a  is not K -separable in group A. Then there 
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exists an element aAg \∈  such that ,ϕ∈ϕ ag  for any homomorphism ϕ of 

group G onto a group of class .K  Since ,nxa =  ϕ∈ϕ xg  and thus [ ] .1, =ϕxg  

But element [ ] 11, −−= xgxgxg  is reduced since 1>n  and its length is greater than 

1. Therefore [ ] 1, ≠xg  and hence, group G is not K -residual. 

Conversely, let subgroup a  be K -separable in group A. By Theorem 3.4, the 

normal closure GA  of subgroup A in group G is K -residual, since it is the 
generalized free power of group A over subgroup a  with index { },...,,1 nI =  i.e., 

( ).timesnAAA
aa

G =  

Since .1, K∈== nG xxAG  Lemma in Section 2 implies now that G is K -

residual. � 

We can now apply this result to study root-class residuality of any group given 

by the presentation [ ] ( ).1,,1,;, ≥== nmbabaG nm
mn  Observe that 

.bHaG
nm byxa

mn
==

=  

We have the following result. 

Theorem 5.2. Let K  be a root-class. Let [ ] ,1,;, == nm
mn babaG  where 

.1, ≥nm  Group mnG  is K -residual if class K  contains cyclic subgroups of order 

m and n. 

Proof. Let K  be a root-class. Let .1, >nm  Assume that the cyclic subgroups 

of order m and n belong to .K  Let [ ] 1,;, == yxyxH  be the free abelian group 

of rank 2. Then clearly, H is K -residual and its subgroups x  and y  are K -

separable. 

Let [ ] .1,;, ===
=

n

by
bxbxbHA

n
 By Theorem 5.1, A is K -residual. 

We claim that x  is K -separable in A. Indeed, one can easily verify that 

( ),xCH A=  the centralizer of subgroup x  in group A. Therefore, if ,\HAg ∈  
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then [ ] ;1, ≠gx  so there exists a homomorphism ϕ of group A onto a group of class 

K  such that [ ] ,1, ≠ϕgx  i.e., in particular, .ϕ∉ϕ xg  

Let now ,\ xHg ∈  i.e., ,lk yxg =  where .0≠l  Then .nlkbxg =  Let 

bA →σ :  such that 1x  and .bb  Then 1≠=σ nlbg  and .1=σx  Let 

0σ  be a homomorphism of group b  onto a group of class .K  Then .10 ≠σσg  

Hence, subgroup x  is K -separable in A. 

Then applying again Theorem 5.1, we show that group AaG
xa

mn m =
=  is 

K -residual. 

Now, if 1=m  or ,1=n  then mnG  is isomorphic to one of the groups A or H 

above and thus, is K -residual. � 

Remark 3. We remark in summary that the converse of Theorem 5.2 is not true. 
For example, let K  be the class of all torsion-free groups; then ,K∈mnG  when 

cyclic subgroups of finite orders do not belong to .K  But there exists a partial 
converse which holds for some additional condition on class ,K  namely if K  is 

closed under quotient groups. 

In fact, suppose in addition that K  contains any quotient group of its group, 
i.e., K  is closed under taking homomorphic images. Let mnG  be K -residual. 

Assume for example, that the cyclic subgroup of order m does not belong to .K  
Then there exists a prime divisor p of integer m, such that the cyclic subgroup of 
order p does not belong to .K  Further, it is evident that, every element x of a group 
X of a root-class K  has a finite order, relatively prime with p. Indeed, let f  be the 

order of an element f. If ,∞=x  then ,K∈x  and since K  is closed under 

quotient groups, the cyclic subgroup of order p would belong to K. Hence, ∞<x  

and ( ) ,1,gcd =px  since the cyclic subgroup of order p does not belong to .K  So 

let [ ]., npm bac =  Obviously .1≠c  Then there exists a homomorphism ϕ of 

group mnG  onto a group X of class K  such that .1≠ϕc  Let ( ) .ϕ= pmak  Then 

∞<k  and ( ) .1,gcd =pk  Hence (( ) ) 1=ϕ kpma  and this implies that 
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[(( ) ) ] .1, =ϕϕ nkpm ba  ( )  

On the order hand, 

[(( ) ) ] .1, =ϕϕ nppm ba  ( )  

Now, from ( )  and ( )  and since integers k and p are relatively primes, it 

follows that 

[( ) ] 1, =ϕϕ=ϕ npm bac  

and this is a contradiction. 

Corollary. Any group [ ] ,1,;, == nm
mn babaG  where 1, ≥nm  is residually 

a finite p-group if and only if integers m and n are p-numbers, for some prime p. 
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